Sustainable-Development Measurement of China’s Coworking Industry Using Social-Network Analysis Method
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Abstract: While China’s sharing economy slows down and enters a period of structural adjustment, the coworking industry is a new force. Moreover, after China had issued important policies to support the comprehensive upgrading and the sustainable development of mass entrepreneurship and mass innovation in September 2018, the development potential of the coworking industry became even greater. However, the coworking industry also faces many development bottlenecks, such as the homogeneity of services and the single-profit model. Therefore, it is of great theoretical and practical significance to realize the sustainable development of the coworking industry to facilitate mass entrepreneurship and innovation in China. The coworking industry is both a subindustry of sharing economy and a branch of the Internet industry, with the significant characteristic of networking. Therefore, we used social-network analysis (SNA) to build a three-level index system of China’s coworking industry: the density-comprehensive index at the macrolevel, the subgroup comprehensive index at the mesolevel, and the centrality-comprehensive index at the microlevel, so as to scientifically measure the development status of the coworking industry. In addition, the comprehensive index system was applied to a comparative study of the six models that were formed in actual development. Analytical results indicate that China coworking industry formed a good network with rich ecological diversity. Different from other countries, China’s coworking industry has embodied a profound gene of entrepreneurship and innovation since its early stage of development. Internet giant enterprises Alibaba, Tencent, and Baidu are playing an important role in the development of China’s coworking industry, and all have strategic layouts among several models.
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1. Introduction

After China put forward the strategy of mass entrepreneurship and mass innovation in 2015, the State Council issued important policies to support the comprehensive upgrade and sustainable development of mass entrepreneurship and mass innovation in September 2018, which brought new opportunities for China’s coworking industry and enhanced the role of the industry to promote the incubation and growth of small and microbusinesses [1,2]. Coworking industry is a branch of the sharing economy that is characterized by providing services and revenue at a marginal cost below that of professional organizers in order to share idle resources through social platforms [3–6]. After growth and expansion, the development of China’s sharing economy, represented by the sharing-mobility and sharing-accommodation industries, significantly slowed down, and entered the turning point of a deep adjustment period [7]. However, in sharp contrast, the coworking industry emerged, which subverted and challenged the traditional office model represented by commercial office buildings. Generations after the 1980s and 1990s in China are the mainstream of entrepreneurs, so coworking spaces with a smaller scale, richer retail
formats, and more convenient transportation are more favored. According to statistics, the coworking industry could reduce office costs by 30% in first-tier cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou, greatly reducing the cost of innovation and entrepreneurship. By the end of September 2018, there were more than 300 platforms of China’s coworking operators, more than 6000 outlets, 12 million square meters of total operation area, and 2 million stations. It was estimated that, by 2020, the number of China’s coworking spaces would reach 5000, and the market size of the industry would reach CNY 231.5 billion [8]. However, compared with the foreign coworking industry, which originated in a mature entrepreneurial atmosphere, there are still some bottlenecks in the sustainable development of China’s coworking industry, such as the single-profit model, product homogeneity, and intense competition [9–12]. Therefore, how to promote the high-quality development of the coworking industry while upgrading mass entrepreneurship and mass innovation in China is of great theoretical and practical significance. So, on the basis of clarifying the development status of China’s coworking industry, the paper aims at how to break through the development bottleneck and realize the sustainable development of the industry, so as to facilitate upgrading China’s mass entrepreneurship and innovation.

So far, scholars carried out extensive and indepth explorations on the coworking industry from various aspects. First, the case study of successful coworking office spaces such as Youke Workshop, WeWork, and Venture Café was a main research direction. Scholars studied the concept, design principles, and strategies of coworking spaces, and some scholars studied their relationship with the design of coworking space in combination with the background of industrial transformation and entrepreneurship [13–19]. Another research direction is the construction of the business model of coworking industry, focusing on analyzing business model elements, including the profit model, and positioning and business system. The study found that the business model of coworking spaces has diversity, but the current business model is not mature, and profit is one of the main difficulties faced by the coworking industry. Scholars believe that, to resolve that dilemma, we should speed up the asset light of capital, create new business forms of smart offices, increase value-added services, and explore diversified business models [20–26]. Many scholars also paid attention to the research on the mechanism of the coworking industry to promote enterprise innovation. The spatial creativity of coworking is positively correlated with the business model, the business model should focus on innovation, and the growth strategy should focus on the direction of platform and community. Some scholars took coworking office spaces as a Schelling point, which is an effective organizational carrier to significantly promote the innovation and entrepreneurship of small and microenterprises. Enterprises can reasonably allocate and utilize idle effective resources, improve the efficiency of resource utilization, and maximize the utilization of resources by coordinating the necessary talents, funds, information, and other resources [11,27]. An increasing number of studies show that the coworking industry is subindustry of both the sharing economy and the Internet industry, with a significant characteristic of networking. Therefore, the introduction of the network-organization perspective has opened up a new direction for research on the coworking industry [28–31].

A widely accepted approach to study the network organization of an industry is the theory of social-network analysis (SNA), which provides analytical thinking for coordinated symbiosis, and properly describes the complex and diverse social interaction of systemlike industries [32–36]. SNA contains a systematic framework and analytical methods in many interdisciplinary studies, especially in economics and management. It provides a new viewpoint of network structure, and builds a bridge between microneetwork subjects (individual behavior) and macronetwork structures (whole network phenomenon) [37]. Due to typical “Internet Plus” characteristics, the coworking industry presents a trend of cross-border integration. Different types of enterprises and organizations, such as start-up enterprises, real estate companies, Internet platform enterprises, and investment and financing institutions have formed a close network relationship. In this network, there are individual decision making and the operation of microenterprises and organizations, and also collaborative
cooperation between different enterprises and organizations on the macrolevel. Therefore, SNA has good applicability to the study on the coworking industry, especially to explore structural network characteristics. Therefore, we used SNA to build a three-level index system of China’s coworking industry: the density-comprehensive index on the macrolevel, subgroup-comprehensive index on the meso level, and centrality-comprehensive index on the microlevel, so as to scientifically measure the development status of the coworking industry. In addition, China’s coworking industry shows a significant feature of model diversification, which was ignored in existing studies. Therefore, the comprehensive-index system was applied to the comparative study of six models that formed in actual development in order to put forward the targeted countermeasures for the sustainable development of the coworking industry [8].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief introduction of the study case. Section 3 constructs the three-level index system on the basis of SNA theory. Results and analysis are shown in Section 4. Conclusions, suggestions, and future works are outlined in Section 5.

2. Study Cases

The customers of China’s coworking include small and medium-sized enterprises, branches of large enterprises, and start-up companies, among which small and medium-sized enterprises are the main service groups. During 2016–2019, the overall scale of China’s coworking market annually increased, but the growth rate slowed down. From 2019 to 2020, China’s coworking industry experienced a low ebb, but the consumption upgrading trend of China’s office market still exists. In 2020, the market scale of China’s coworking industry exceeded CNY 130 billion, and it is expected that the scale will reach CNY 227.35 billion in 2022. In terms of industrial layout, the cities of Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen are the headquarters of China’s coworking industry. The diversification of development modes is a prominent feature of China’s coworking industry. According to different operation mechanisms, China’s coworking industry formed six development models: the media-platform, large-leading-enterprise, new real-estate, open-space, industry-driven, and angel-investment models, bearing the responsibility to support the development of start-ups [8,38,39].

(1) Media-platform model: relies on a powerful media platform that uses industry resources, cutting-edge information; a network platform to provide support to entrepreneurs by using the experience accumulated from long-term follow-up reports on the entrepreneurial environment. In this model, the incubator uses a huge media platform to help the incubation project improve its reputation and capital docking ability.

(2) Large-leading-enterprise model: mainly relies on powerful large enterprises. With their strong financial and technical ability, and professional mentors for entrepreneurship training, large enterprises provide entrepreneurs with efficient and convenient innovation and entrepreneurship services. After growing, incubated enterprises can enter the supply chain network of large enterprises, and achieve innovation feedback by becoming new entrepreneurship mentors, further promoting the development of the coworking space.

(3) New real-estate model: leading institutions of this model are generally large real-estate developers. The most significant characteristics of this model are flexible leasing space and the open entrepreneurial environment, which reduces one-time leasing areas and deducts the conventional leasing cycle. The obvious disadvantage is the single-profit model by only charging for renting space.

(4) Open-space model. This model mainly provides basic office space and equipment, charges low rent in order to reduce the threshold of office work and entrepreneurs, holds rich activities such as entrepreneurship salons, and gathers abundant Internet resources to accelerate the empowerment of small and medium-sized enterprises.

(5) Industry-driven model. This model is led by the government or industrial association. Funded by the government to set up a certain industry guidance funds for directional
(6) Angel-investment model. This model mainly refers to the successful experience of mature incubators in the United States, Israel, and other countries. Through the introduction of professional mentors, the model provides business-plan guidance and risk-aversion training to improve the success rate of incubation, and provides angel-investment funds to obtain capital dividends after the growth of enterprises.

Brief profiles of these six models are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Business Features</th>
<th>Representative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Media platform</td>
<td>Core resource: powerful media platform</td>
<td>Kr Space, Demo Space, Toutiao Creation Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advantages: improvement in reputation and capital-docking ability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large leading enterprise</td>
<td>Core resource: large enterprises with strong financial and technological resources</td>
<td>HCH, Baidu Developer Entrepreneurship Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advantages: enter supply-chain network of large enterprises.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New real estate</td>
<td>Core resource: large real-estate developers</td>
<td>Daydayup, SOHO 3Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advantages: flexible leasing space and open entrepreneurial environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open space</td>
<td>Core resource: basic office space and equipment</td>
<td>Garage Cafe, Innospace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Core resource: government or industrial association</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry-driven</td>
<td>Advantages: government support and plenty of industrial resources</td>
<td>Shanghai Zhangjiang Incubator, Shanghai cloud valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel investment</td>
<td>Core resource: angel investment</td>
<td>Sinovation Ventures, TusStar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advantages: specialized entrepreneurial services and financial support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Methods

Due to the existence of synergy and cooperation between enterprises and organizations, coworking industry can be regarded as a business ecosystem. Studies showed that factors that affect the operation of business systems can generally be divided into three levels: the macrolevel, referring to the ecological environment; the mesolevel, referring to the ecological subgroup; and the microlevel, referring to ecological niches [40–48]. Because the business ecosystem has the characteristics of network, SNA provides method support for the sustainable development of the coworking industry. Accordingly, a comprehensive index system was constructed to measure the development of China’s coworking office industry, including the density-comprehensive index, subgroup comprehensive index, and centrality-comprehensive index based on the combination of SNA and comprehensive-index theory [49–51]. The data come from two sources. One is industry research reports: the 2018–2019 China Coworking Industry Research Report, Research Report on Coworking Brand in China in 2018, and 2019–2025 Investment Potential Analysis and Future Prospect Forecast Report of China’s Coworking Industry [38,39,52]. The other source is Baidu Search. First, nodes of coworking enterprises were determined through the industry research reports. Then, through enterprise websites and Baidu search and according to the existence of cooperation between different types of enterprises, we examined if there was correlation among them. Correlation between different types of enterprises and coworking enterprises is of diversity. For example, the criterion to judge whether a coworking enterprise and an Internet enterprise cooperate is whether the Internet enterprise provides a network platform for the coworking enterprise to conduct transactions or display products and services. The criterion for the cooperation between coworking enterprises and real-estate companies is that strategic real-estate cooperation agreement is signed between them. The criterion of
whether a coworking enterprise cooperates with an investment and financing institution is whether the latter funds the coworking enterprise. The criterion of whether a coworking enterprise cooperates with a university or a scientific research institution is whether the latter carries out intelligence consultation or joint research. If there is cooperation among different types of enterprises, the network relationship is marked as 1; otherwise, it is marked as 0. Considering the equality of cooperative relationships in the development of coworking industry, there is no difference in the weight of network relationships. On that basis, the equal-weight 0–1 network relation matrix is obtained, the network-structure diagram of each development model can be drawn according to the relation matrix, and the different network-structure characteristics can be calculated and described.

3.1. Density-Comprehensive Index (Macrolevel)

In SNA, graph density and centrality are the two most important indicators used to describe the organizational characteristics of the overall network. Let $N$ represent the number of nodes in a network, and $L$ represent the number of connections between nodes in the network. Without loss of generality, for a network $G$, we have $N = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_n\}$, $L = \{l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_n\}$. For network $G$, if density is large, this indicates that connections between nodes are closer and resources flow fast. If density is small, it indicates a lack of cooperation in the network, and the limited resource support that each node can obtain. Density is measured by the ratio of the number of connections actually existing in the network to the number of connections that may exist $[5,42]$. If graph centrality is high, it indicates that hub nodes formed, and there is more cooperation around hub nodes. On the other hand, it indicates that the status of the nodes is relatively equal, and cooperation is relatively dispersed.

Accordingly, the two indicators of graph density and centrality were integrated here into the density-comprehensive index ($I_D$), so as to characterize the tightness and cohesion of the industrial network. Index $I_D$ is calculated by

$$
I_D = W_d \varphi_1(\alpha) + W_c \varphi_2(\beta)
$$

$$
\alpha = \frac{2L}{N(N-1)}
$$

$$
\beta = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( C_{\text{max}} - C_i \right) / \max \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( C_{\text{max}} - C_i \right) \right\}
$$

(1)

where $L$ is the number of connections between nodes, and $N$ is the number of nodes in the network; $\varphi_1$ and $\varphi_2$ are dimensionless functions. In order to ensure the same threshold value, generally let $\varphi_1 = \varphi_2$, and the 0–1 extreme value method was used in the paper. $C_{\text{max}}$ is the maximal centrality of each node, and $C_i$ is the centrality of Node $i$. $W_d$ is the density weight and $W_c$ is the centrality weight of the graph.

3.2. Subgroup-Comprehensive Index (Mesolevel)

In the whole network, subgroup clustering can be found according to the density of relations between nodes, and each subgroup clustering is an ego network. On the basis of the subgroup, network relations can be divided into internal links in each subgroup clustering and external links between different subgroup clustering. So, on the basis of clustering social-network theory, the external–internal ($E-I$) index was used to measure the degree of clustering of a network on the basis of the quantity of subgroups, which is calculated with

$$
E - I = \frac{EL - IL}{EL + IL}
$$

(2)

where $EL$ is the number of relationships between subgroups, and $IL$ is the number of relationships in each subgroup. $E - I \in (-1, +1)$ and $E - I$ were close to +1, indicating a high degree of clustering, and vice versa.
3.3. Centrality-Comprehensive Index (Microlevel)

Centrality indices, including three subindices, are the most commonly used indicators to measure the location and the power of nodes. The first is the point centrality used to measure the power of a node. The second is betweenness centrality, used to measure a node’s ability to control resources. The last is closeness centrality, used to measure a node’s ability not to be controlled by the others. On this basis, all three indices were integrated as the centrality-comprehensive index (short for $I_C$) in this paper and calculated by

$$
I_C = W_p \varphi_1(\alpha) + W_b \varphi_2(\beta) + W_c \varphi_3(\gamma)
$$

where $\varphi_1, \varphi_2,$ and $\varphi_3$ are dimensionless functions, and $W_p, W_b, W_c$ represent the weights of point centrality, betweenness centrality, and closeness centrality, respectively; $d(n_i)$ represents the number of network connections actually owned by a node, $g$ represents the number of network nodes, $d(n_i, n_j)$ represents the distance between nodes $i$ and $j$, and $g_{jk}$ represents the number of shortcuts between the two nodes.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Results and Discussion of Density-Comprehensive Index

The whole networks of the six models are shown in Figures 1–6. On this basis, Equation (1) was used to calculate the network scale and density-comprehensive index of the six models, as shown in Table 2.

![Network media-platform model of China’s coworking industry.](image-url)
Figure 2. Network of large-leading-enterprise model of China’s coworking industry.

Figure 3. Network of new real-estate model of China’s coworking industry.

Figure 4. Network of open-space model of China’s coworking industry.
Figures 5–6 and Table 2 show that:

1. From the perspective of network scale, the new real-estate and open-space models had the most network nodes and connections, indicating that these two models are relatively mature. The scale of the industry-driven model, on the other hand, was the smallest and lagged far behind the other models, indicating that the development of this model is still in its infancy. The network scales of the media-platform, large-leading-enterprise, and angel-investment models were similar in the middle level among the six models.

2. From the perspective of the density-comprehensive index, the industry-driven model with the smallest scale had the largest density-comprehensive index, while the open-space and new real-estate models with the largest scale had the lowest density-comprehensive index, which shows that, although the industry-driven model was in
its infancy, it had significant advantages in building a good industrial ecology, and providing resource support for office enterprises and incubated enterprises. On the other hand, although the network scales of the open-space and new real-estate models were large, it is urgent to promote high-quality development because the two models only provide coworking office spaces and lack professional entrepreneurial services. Therefore, the two models need to be continuously deepened in resource integration, industry cross-border collaboration, and the formation of close cooperation networks.

4.2. Results and Discussion of Subgroup-Comprehensive Index

As China’s coworking industry has significant characteristics of industrial convergence, the six models formed different types of subgroup clustering, which are called communities here to highlight collaborations within subgroups. The subgroup comprehensive index can be calculated by Equation (2), as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of subgroup comprehensive index of six models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media Platform</th>
<th>Large Leading Enterprise</th>
<th>New Real Estate</th>
<th>Open Space</th>
<th>Industry-Driven</th>
<th>Angel Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E–I Index</td>
<td>–0.789</td>
<td>–0.157</td>
<td>–0.417</td>
<td>–0.372</td>
<td>–0.833</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows that:

(1) Most E–I indices of the six models were negative, indicating that the phenomenon of subgroup was very significant, especially the industry-driven and media-platform models, of which the E–I indices highly tended to be 1, which means that the leading enterprises were playing a leading role, and other nodes had strong reliance on them. In addition, cooperation mostly occurred within subgroups, and the network was weak in openness, so it is urgent to expand and cultivate cooperation among subgroups.

(2) The angel-investment model was the only one with a positive E–I index, which indicates that the status of enterprises was relatively equal, and cooperation within and between communities was relatively balanced. Low industrial concentration and the urgent need to cultivate leading enterprises are key problems hindering the rapid development of this model.

4.2.1. Subgroup Analysis of Media-Platform Model

The media-platform model formed two communities with the same nature, the Krypton space and Toutiao creation space communities, whose leading enterprises are coworking enterprises, as shown in Table 4 and Figure 7.

Table 4. Communities of media-platform model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Diversity (Number of Enterprise Types)</th>
<th>Coworking Enterprises</th>
<th>Investment and Financial Institution</th>
<th>Internet Enterprise</th>
<th>Real-Estate Enterprise</th>
<th>Universities</th>
<th>E–I Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krypton space</td>
<td>23 nodes</td>
<td>5 types</td>
<td>3 nodes</td>
<td>9 nodes</td>
<td>8 nodes</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>–0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toutiao creation space</td>
<td>17 nodes</td>
<td>3 types</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>9 nodes</td>
<td>7 nodes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–0.727</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7. Communities of media-platform model.

Table 4 and Figure 7 show that:

1. The scale of the two communities was similar, but the Kr Space community had better industrial ecological diversity with five types of enterprises and organizations, namely, coworking enterprise, investment and financial institutions, Internet enterprises, real-estate enterprises, and universities.

2. The E–I indices of the two communities were both negative and highly close to $-1$, indicating that the two communities had a high degree of an independent governance faction and a significant characteristic of duopoly. Cooperation between the two communities was weak.

3. Qualcomm Venture Capital and IDG Capital were the bridges connecting the relationship between the two communities, which is a typical Simmel connection, indicating that investment and financing institutions are playing a crucial role in the development of the media-platform model.

4.2.2. Subgroup Analysis of Large-Leading-Enterprise Model

The large-leading-enterprise model formed five communities with different natures: the HCH, TCL Creative Space, Tencent, JD, and Baidu communities. The leading enterprises of the five communities include coworking and Internet enterprises, as shown in Table 5 and Figure 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Scale (Number of Nodes)</th>
<th>Diversity (Number of Enterprise Types)</th>
<th>Coworking Enterprises</th>
<th>Investment and Financial Institution</th>
<th>Internet Enterprise</th>
<th>E–I Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCH</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3 types</td>
<td>3 nodes</td>
<td>6 nodes</td>
<td>9 nodes</td>
<td>$-0.762$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCL Creative Space</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2 types</td>
<td>4 nodes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5 nodes</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tencent</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3 types</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>4 nodes</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 types</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 nodes</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
<td>0.487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baidu</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 types</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>0.529</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5 and Figure 8 show that:

(1) The communities of the large-leading-enterprise model presented network characteristics of imbalance. The development of the HCH community was at a relatively mature stage with strong ecological diversity. The community integrated many resources of the Haier Group, including the Hope R&D platform, the COSMO design and manufacturing platform, and Gooday sales and logistics channels to achieve comprehensive docking. What is more important is the strong support of financing channels from the Haier Group to comprehensively facilitate the rapid growth of start-ups and office enterprises.

(2) Among the five communities, only the E–I index of HCH was negative and highly close to $-1$, which indicates that the community was relatively weak in openness. This is largely due to the relatively complete industrial chain within the Haier Group. On the other hand, the internal and external cooperation of the four other communities was relatively balanced.

(3) Internet enterprises Baidu and JD Group had network connections with each community, which ensured the overall connectivity of the whole network and had the characteristics of a typical Simmel connection, which plays an important supporting role in promoting the development of this model.

4.2.3. Subgroup Analysis of New Real-Estate Model

The new real-estate model formed four communities with different natures, the Ucommune, Woospace, Daydayup, and JD communities. The leading enterprises of the four communities includes coworking and Internet enterprises, as shown in Table 6 and Figure 9.
Table 6. Communities of new real-estate model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Diversity (Number of Enterprise Types)</th>
<th>Coworking Enterprises</th>
<th>Investment and Financial Institution</th>
<th>Internet Enterprise</th>
<th>Real-Estate Enterprise</th>
<th>E–I Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ucommune</td>
<td>42 nodes</td>
<td>4 types</td>
<td>4 nodes</td>
<td>22 nodes</td>
<td>7 nodes</td>
<td>9 nodes</td>
<td>−0.472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woospace</td>
<td>35 nodes</td>
<td>4 types</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>6 nodes</td>
<td>27 nodes</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>−0.556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daydayup</td>
<td>12 nodes</td>
<td>3 types</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>9 nodes</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>−0.412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JD</td>
<td>9 nodes</td>
<td>4 types</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>4 nodes</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Communities of new real-estate model.

Table 6 and Figure 9 show that:

(1) The number of real-estate enterprises greatly increased compared with other models. The four communities also showed characteristics of imbalance, as the Ucommune and Woospace communities developed on a large scale. The diversity of the Ucommune community was both rich and abundant, which indicates that the Ucommune enterprise had significant advantages in integrating cross-border resources.

(2) Among the four communities, the E–I indices of three communities were negative, but much less than −1, and the E–I Index of the JD Group community was almost 0, which indicates that the clique feature of the new real-estate model was somewhat weakened, and openness was very good.

(3) Real-estate enterprise Vanke and Internet enterprise JD Group had the characteristics of a typical Simmel connection, which plays an important supporting role in promoting the development of this model.

4.2.4. Subgroup Analysis of Open-Space Model

The open-space model formed seven communities with the same nature, the Nashwork, Mydreamplus, People Squared, TechTemple, Innospace, Garage Café, and 3W communities. The leading enterprises of all seven communities are coworking enterprises, as shown in Table 7 and Figure 10.
Table 7. Communities of open-space model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Diversity (Number of Enterprise Types)</th>
<th>Coworking Enterprises</th>
<th>Investment and Financial Institution</th>
<th>Internet Enterprise</th>
<th>Real Estate Enterprise</th>
<th>E–I Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nashwork</td>
<td>22 nodes</td>
<td>4 types</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>8 nodes</td>
<td>11 nodes</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
<td>−0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mydreamplus</td>
<td>19 nodes</td>
<td>3 types</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>11 nodes</td>
<td>7 nodes</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−0.350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People Squared</td>
<td>16 nodes</td>
<td>3 types</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
<td>5 nodes</td>
<td>9 nodes</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
<td>−0.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TechTemple</td>
<td>11 nodes</td>
<td>3 types</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
<td>6 nodes</td>
<td>7 nodes</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innospace</td>
<td>8 nodes</td>
<td>2 types</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
<td>6 nodes</td>
<td>6 nodes</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−0.556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garage Cafe</td>
<td>8 nodes</td>
<td>3 types</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>6 nodes</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−0.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3W</td>
<td>5 nodes</td>
<td>3 types</td>
<td>3 nodes</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−0.333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. Communities of open-space model.

Table 7 and Figure 10 show that:

1. The diversity of the open-space model was good, but the imbalance feature was also significant. The Nashwork, Mydreamplus, and People Squared communities were larger in scale. The diversity of the Nashwork community was the most abundant, including investment and financing institutions, real estate, and Internet enterprises, indicating that the Nash Space enterprise had significant advantages in integrating cross-border resources.

2. The $E-I$ indices of all seven communities were negative, which indicates that the model was also characterized by factions, especially that of the Garage Cafe community, whose index was closest to $-1$, which indicates that a self-ecosphere formed inside the community, but openness needs to be improved.

3. Internet enterprises 51shebao, E-SUPPORTING, Kuaifawu, and investment and financial institution IDG Capital had the characteristics of a typical Simmel connection, which plays an important supporting role in promoting the development of this model.

4.2.5. Subgroup Analysis of Industry-Driven Model

The industry-driven model formed three communities with different natures, the Baidu, Shanghai Cloud Valley, and Design Resource Cooperation communities. The leading enterprises of all the three communities are coworking and Internet enterprises, as shown in Table 8 and Figure 11.
Table 8. Communities of industry-driven model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Diversity (Number of Enterprise Types)</th>
<th>Coworking Enterprises</th>
<th>Investment and Financial Institution</th>
<th>Internet Enterprise</th>
<th>Real-Estate Enterprise</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>E–I Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baidu</td>
<td>8 nodes</td>
<td>5 types</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai Cloud Valley</td>
<td>7 nodes</td>
<td>3 types</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>3 nodes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Resource Cooperation</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
<td>2 types</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>−1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 and Figure 11 show that:

(1) All three communities were very small, especially the Design Resource Cooperation community, which had no network contact with the other two communities, resulting in the destruction of the connectivity of the overall network. The industry-driven model was the only disconnected network among the six models.

(2) The E–I indices of all three communities were negative and highly close to −1, indicating that the three communities were independent, and the faction degree was very high.

(3) Because network connectivity was disrupted, the Simmel connection point did not exist. However, for the Baidu and Shanghai Cloud Valley communities, CBC was the bridge of the two communities, indicating that the investment and financing institution has been playing an important role in the development of the two communities.

4.2.6. Subgroup Analysis of Angel-Investment Model

The angel-investment model formed six communities with different natures, the Sino-
vation Ventures, TusStar, Alibaba, Lenovo, University, and Virtue Inno Valley communities. The leading enterprises of all six communities are coworking enterprises and universities, as shown in Table 9 and Figure 12.
Table 9. Communities of angel-investment model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Scale (Number of Enterprise Types)</th>
<th>Diversity (Number of Enterprise Types)</th>
<th>Coworking Enterprises</th>
<th>Investment and Financial Institution</th>
<th>Internet Enterprise</th>
<th>Real-Estate Enterprise</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>$E-I$ Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sinovation Ventures</td>
<td>13 nodes 4 types</td>
<td>3 nodes</td>
<td>3 nodes</td>
<td>6 nodes</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>−0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TusStar</td>
<td>9 nodes 2 types</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7 nodes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>−0.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alibaba</td>
<td>7 nodes 2 types</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>5 nodes</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenovo</td>
<td>6 nodes 3 types</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4 nodes</td>
<td>0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>4 nodes 1 type</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4 nodes</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtue Inno Valley</td>
<td>3 nodes 3 types</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>1 node</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. Communities of angel-investment model.

Table 9 and Figure 12 show that:

1. The scales of six communities were all smaller but more balanced compared to those of the other models. The University community appeared for the first time as the TusStar Incubator, initiated by the Tsinghua Science Park, which is a research cooperation platform that integrates the industry with the scientific and technological innovation resources of universities.

2. The $E-I$ indices of four communities were positive, while the $E-I$ indices of the Sinovation Ventures and TusStar communities with a larger scale were negative. However, the negative $E-I$ indices tended to be zero, suggesting that the openness of each community was good, and the cooperation between and within communities was sufficient.

3. Universities such as Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Internet enterprises such as Alibaba and Tencent, real-estate enterprises such as Country Garden, and investment and financing institutions such as SPD Bank were typical Simmel connections, which indicates that the angel-investment model had a relatively rich industrial ecology, and good industrial integration and coordination among different enterprises and organizations.
4.3. Results and Discussion of Centrality-Comprehensive Index

Using Formula (3), we can calculate the centrality-comprehensive index of each node in the six models of China’s coworking industry. The top five nodes of the centrality-comprehensive index of each model are arranged in descending order in Table 10.

Table 10. Top five nodes of centrality-comprehensive index of six models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Media Platform</th>
<th>Large Leading Enterprise</th>
<th>New Real Estate</th>
<th>Open Space</th>
<th>Industry-Driven</th>
<th>Angel Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Toutiao Creation Space (0.999)</td>
<td>HCH (0.931)</td>
<td>Ucommune (0.999)</td>
<td>Nashwork (0.979)</td>
<td>Baidu (0.999)</td>
<td>TusStar (0.895)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kr Space (0.838)</td>
<td>JD (0.859)</td>
<td>Woospace (0.735)</td>
<td>Mydreamplus (0.928)</td>
<td>Shanghai Cloud Valley (0.961)</td>
<td>Sinovation Ventures (0.895)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IDG Capital (0.558)</td>
<td>Haier (0.858)</td>
<td>JD (0.302)</td>
<td>People Squared (0.734)</td>
<td>BOC Vanke (0.517)</td>
<td>Alibaba (0.802)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Huaxing Alpha (0.429)</td>
<td>TCL Creative Space (0.584)</td>
<td>Alibaba (0.300)</td>
<td>Tencent (0.592)</td>
<td>Tongji University Alibaba (0.454)</td>
<td>China Unicom (0.694)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Unity Ventures (0.318)</td>
<td>Baidu (0.546)</td>
<td>MI (0.296)</td>
<td>E-Supporting (0.536)</td>
<td>Zhangjiang Incubator (0.397)</td>
<td>Tencent (0.669)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10 shows that:

1. The top five nodes of six models include coworking, Internet, real-estate, and investment and financing enterprises, and universities, which also verifies that the ecological diversity of China’s coworking industry was good, and cross-border characteristics were very significant.

2. Among the 28 nodes ranking among the top five, 13 were coworking enterprises, accounting for the largest proportion, and all were incubators or maker space operation enterprises, which fully proves that the integration of China’s coworking industry with incubators and maker spaces was very high, so the coworking industry plays an increasingly important role in upgrading China’s mass entrepreneurship and innovation.

3. Internet enterprises JD group, Tencent, and Alibaba ranked in the top five among the six models, which shows that Internet giants both play a very important role in the development of China’s coworking industry, and have adopted the strategy of ecological development, especially Alibaba, ranking in the top five models in the new real-estate, angel-investment, and industry-driven models.

4. The proportion of investment and financing enterprises in the top five nodes was relatively low, and all existed in the media-platform model, which shows that China’s coworking industry is relatively less dependent on capital. This is one of the reasons why only the coworking industry sprung up at the turning point of the decline of China’s sharing economy after a large amount of capital investment.

On the basis of the measurement of the centrality-comprehensive index, further analysis can be performed by deconstructing the index, as shown in Figures 13–18. Betweenness centrality was the main factor that affected the ranking of the centrality-comprehensive index of most models, including the large-leading-enterprise, new real-estate, angel-investment, and industry-driven models, which shows that the ability to control resources such as information and capital was the key factor to determine the status and influence of enterprises in these four models. Point centrality was the main factor that affected the centrality-comprehensive index of the open-space and media-platform models, which shows that the number of network relations based on industrial cooperation was the key factor to determine the status and influence of enterprises in the two models.
Figure 13. Decomposition of centrality-comprehensive index in media-platform model.

Figure 14. Decomposition of centrality-comprehensive index in large-leading-enterprise model.

Figure 15. Decomposition of centrality-comprehensive index in new real-estate model.
Figure 16. Decomposition of centrality-comprehensive index in open-space model.

Figure 17. Decomposition of centrality-comprehensive index in industry-driven model.

Figure 18. Decomposition of Centrality-comprehensive index in angel-investment model.
5. Conclusions and Discussion

In the transitional period of the sharing-economy industry in China, only the coworking industry maintained relatively rapid growth. In addition, the recently proposed by the Chinese government strategy of upgrading mass entrepreneurship and innovation also brought about huge policy dividends and opportunities to the coworking industry. However, there are several bottlenecks, such as the single-profit model, and the homogenization of products and services. As a research frontier, existing theoretical research lags far behind industrial development. Therefore, different from previous research mostly focusing on the microlevel, such as Youke Workshop, WeWork, and Venture Café, SNA was used here to build a comprehensive index system to achieve the scientific and comprehensive measurement of China’s coworking industry from the macro-, meso-, and microlevels. The index was applied to the comparative analysis of six models of the coworking industry from the perspective of network organization. Analytical results indicate that China’s coworking industry formed a good ecological network with rich ecological diversity, including coworking, Internet, and real-estate enterprises, investment and financing institutions, and universities, which reflects the trend and characteristics of significant industrial cross-border integration. Simply imitating foreign advanced experience instead of adopting the development path with Chinese characteristics is the key bottleneck restricting the sustainability of the coworking industry. What is different from other countries is that China’s coworking industry embodies a profound gene of entrepreneurship and innovation since its early stage of development, and most of the leading enterprises are born out of the incubators and maker space operation agencies [13–19]. The initial goal of the coworking industry represented by the United States and the United Kingdom was to revitalize some old factories, while the original intention of the industry in China was to provide relatively cheap office spaces for entrepreneurs in cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Guangzhou, whose housing and renting prices are very high, so as to reduce the cost of entrepreneurship. In addition, coworking enterprises in Europe and the United States are mainly characterized by renting working stations, while entrepreneurs in China are mostly teams, emphasizing the privacy of work, so independent office spaces are the mainstream trend. Meanwhile, different from European countries and the US, the development of China’s coworking industry is supported by entrepreneurship and innovation policies, and there are significant policy dividends behind its rapid development. However, although the development of China’s coworking industry is very rapid, the policy and capital-driven characteristics are also a double-edged sword, leading to the brutal and disorderly growth of the industry, which is an obstacle to the formation of a multiple-profit model and the realization of sustainable development. In addition, how to give full play to the platform role of Internet giant enterprises is both in line with the development trend of coworking-industry integration, and can break the development bottleneck of the single-profit model. Internet giant enterprises represented by Alibaba, Tencent, and Baidu play a very important role in the development of China’s coworking industry, and all have a strategic layout among several models, which indicates that the ecological development strategy of cross-border integration of Chinese Internet giant enterprises is an inevitable trend.

5.1. Discussion and Significance

The coworking industry is a rapidly developing emerging industry in China, and the guidance of existing theoretical research to industrial development is limited. In particular, many studies focus on the case studies of specific coworking enterprises on the microlevel, while the systematic framework on the industrial level is rarely involved, especially scientific measurements on the development level of China’s coworking industry. The characteristics of model diversification were also ignored in existing studies. Because of the deficiency of existing studies, a comprehensive index system was constructed on the basis of an SNA perspective to carry out multilevel measurement and systematic analysis on the current situation of China’s coworking industry. Moreover, this paper also considered characteristics of model diversification, so as to put forward targeted countermeasures and
suggestions. In addition, the comprehensive index system has good universality and can be applied to all industries with network organization after moderate adjustment.

On the basis of the above analysis, this paper proposed the following suggestions, aiming to break through the bottleneck and accelerate the sustainable development of the industry.

(1) Supporting and encouraging the development of China’s coworking industry, and conducting appropriate supervision. The coworking industry has been faced with a series of challenges since the early stage of development, such as fuzzy industrial boundary, complex environments, and the localization of international business models. Therefore, it is necessary to encourage and support the development of China’s coworking industry with an inclusive attitude by ensuring the market-oriented certification of coworking enterprises from legal and institutional aspects, simplifying the approval process, issuing supporting registration implementation rules, and giving fair market competition status. While encouraging development, supervision is also an important guarantee to ensure the sustainable development of the industry. It is also imperative to build a systematic standard from the aspects of property management, securities, and compensation.

(2) Exploring the localization development path of the coworking industry from the perspective of Chinese culture. Most of the coworking industry in Western countries adopted station sharing, represented by WeWork, which is originated from the prevailing sharing culture and relatively mature entrepreneurial atmosphere in European countries and the US. However, China’s innovation culture is mostly based on teams, which has more obvious boundary awareness and the need for private offices. Therefore, it is necessary to explore the development path with Chinese characteristics on the premise of fully comparing the cultural differences between China and other countries. For example, China’s coworking industry should strengthen social functions and enhance the stickiness of community, and actively promote upgrading and transforming from “coworking” to “coliving”.

(3) Formulating targeted industrial policies according to the development stages and characteristics of different development models. For example, in terms of the large-leading-enterprise model, how to guide leading enterprises, especially advanced manufacturing enterprises, to cross the boundary into the coworking industry is an important engine to realize the convergence of the manufacturing and service industries.

(4) Improving industrial concentration and speeding up the cultivation of leading enterprises. In the boom of mass entrepreneurship and innovation, with a sharp increase in the number of involved enterprises, the trend of mergers and acquisitions is more significant, and the head effect appears. Therefore, enterprises in different development models need to find complementary enterprises for mergers and acquisitions to integrate their advantageous resources. Leading enterprises should actively raise funds, arrange sites, share resources, gather upstream and downstream enterprises, and establish industrial ecological networks to promote the sustainable development of the industry.

5.2. Limitations and Future Research

This paper is not without its limitations. For simplicity, this research was based on the supply side without considering the demand side. China’s regional imbalance is particularly obvious, so demand based on different regions was not analyzed in this paper. In addition, the comprehensive index system proposed in this paper was only applied to the coworking industry, which needs to be improved in more fields.

Valuable topics remain for future research. First, a predictive demand model for consumers will be studied to analyze the mechanism of the influence from the demand side on the supply side. Second, the comprehensive index system should be applied to other sharing industries for verification and improvement. Lastly, an important future research direction is how to expand the comprehensive-index system for a more scien-
Scientific and comprehensive evaluation of industrial development based on more sufficient data collection.
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